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Abstract— SQL injection is a code injection , used to attack 

the data-driven applications, in which malicious SQL 

statements are added into an entry field for execution (e.g. to 

dump the database contents to the attacker). SQL injection 

should exploit a security vulnerability in an application's 

software, for instance, when user input is incorrectly filtered 

for string literal escape characters embedded 

in SQL statements or user input is not strongly typed and 

suddenly executed. SQL injection is mainly known as an 

attack vector for websites but it can be used to attack any 

type of SQL database. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

SQL injection is an attack in which malicious code 

is inserted into strings that are later passed to an instance of 

SQL Server for parsing and execution. Any procedure that 

constructs SQL statements should be reviewed for injection 

vulnerabilities because SQL Server will execute all 

syntactically valid queries that it receives. Even 

parameterized data can be manipulated by a skilled and 

determined attacker. 

II. FORMS 

SQL injection (SQL) is considered one of the top 10 web 

application vulnerabilities. In 2013, SQLI was rated the 

number one attack on the OWASP top ten. There are 5 main 

sub-classes of SQL injection: 

 Classic SQLI 

 Blind or Inference SQL injection 

 Database management system-specific SQLI 

 Compounded SQLI 

 SQL injection + insufficient authentication 

 SQL injection + DDoS attacks 

 SQL injection + DNS hijacking 

 SQL injection + XSS 

The Storm Worm is one representation of 

Compounded SQLI. 

III. TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Incorrectly filtered escape characters 

This form of SQL injection occurs when user input is not 

filter for escape characters and is then passed into a SQL 

statement. This results in the potential manipulation of the 

statements performed on the database by the end-user of the 

application. 

The following line of code illustrates this 

vulnerability: 

statement = "SELECT * FROM users WHERE name ='" + 

userName + "';" 

This SQL code is intended to pull up the records of 

the specified username from its table of users. If  

"userName" variable is crafted in a specific way by a 

malicious user. For instance, setting the "userName" 

variable as: 

' or '2'='2 

or using comments to even block the rest of the query (there 

are three types of SQL comments). All three lines have a 

space at the end: 

' or '2'='2' --  

' or '2'='2' ({  

' or '2'='2' /* 

renders one of the following SQL statements by the parent 

language: 

SELECT * FROM users WHERE name = '' OR '2'='2'; 

SELECT * FROM users WHERE name = '' OR '1'='1' -- '; 

If this code to be used in a confirmation procedure 

then this example could be used to force the selection of a 

valid username because the evaluation of '1'='1' is always 

true. 

The following value of "userName" in the 

statement below would cause the deletion of the "users" 

table as well as the selection of all data from the "userinfo" 

table (in essence revealing the information of every user), 

using an API that allows several statements: 

a';DROP TABLE users; SELECT * FROM 

userinfo WHERE 't' = 't  

This input deliver the finishing SQL statement as follows 

and specified: 

SELECT * FROM users WHERE name = 'a';DROP 

TABLE users; SELECT * FROM userinfo WHERE 't' = 

't'; 

While most SQL server implementations allow 

several statements to be executed with one call in this 

way. Function do not allow this for security reasons. This 

stops attackers from injecting completely separate queries, 

but doesn't stop them from changing the queries. 

IV. INCORRECT TYPE HANDLING 

This form of SQL injection occurs when a user-supplied 

field is not strongly typed or is not checked 

for type constraints. This could take place when a numeric 

field is to be used in a SQL statement, but the programmer 

makes no checks to confirm that the user supplied input is 

numeric. 

For example: 

statement := "SELECT * FROM userinfo WHERE id =" + 

a_variable + ";" 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/String_literal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SQL
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross-site_scripting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Storm_Worm
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It is clear from this statement that the author 

intended a variable to be a number correlating to the "id" 

field. If it is in fact a string then the end-user may 

manipulate the statement as they choose. For instance, 

setting a variable to 

2;DROP TABLE users 

will drop (delete) the "users" table from the database, since 

the SQL turn into: 

SELECT * FROM userinfo WHERE id=2;DROP 

TABLE users; 

V. CONDITIONAL RESPONSES 

One type of blind SQL injection forces the database to 

estimate a logical statement on an ordinary application 

screen. For  instance, a book review website use a query 

string to determine which book review to display. The URL  

http://book.sample.com/showReview.php?ID

=4  

would cause the server to run the query 

SELECT * FROM bookreviews WHERE ID = 

'Value(ID)'; 

from which it would populate the review page with data 

from the review with ID 5, stored in the table book reviews. 

The query happens completely on the server. The user 

doesn’t know the names of the database, table, or fields, 

does the user know the query string. The user simply sees  

the above URL returns a book review. A hacker can load the 

URL 

http://books.sample.com/showReview.php?I

D=5 OR 1=1 and http://book.sample.com/show

Review.php?ID=5 AND 1=2, which may result in 

queries 

SELECT * FROM bookreviews WHERE ID = '5' AND 

'1'='1'; 

SELECT * FROM bookreviews WHERE ID = '5' AND 

'1'='2'; 

respectively. If the original review loads with the "1=1" 

URL and a blank or error page is returned from the "1=2" 

URL, and the returned page has not created to alert the user 

the input is invalid, or in other words, It is caught by a input 

test script, the site is possible for vulnerable to a SQL 

injection attack as the query will likely have passed through 

successfully in both cases. The hacker may continue with 

this query string designed to reveal the version number 

of MySQL running on the server: 

http://book.sample.com/showReview.php?ID

=4 AND substring(@@version,1,1)=3, which 

would show the book review on a server running MySQL 4 

and a blank or error page otherwise. The hacker can go on to 

use code within query strings to collect more information 

from the server until another avenue of attack is discovered 

their goals are achieved. 

VI. MITIGATION 

A. Parameterized statements 

With most development platforms, parameterized statements 

that work with parameters can be used (sometimes called 

placeholders or bind variables) instead of embedding user 

input in the statement. A placeholder can simply store a 

value of the given type and not a random SQL fragment. 

The SQL injection would simply be treated as a strange (and 

probably invalid) parameter value. 

B. Enforcement at the coding level 

Using object-relational mapping libraries avoids the need to 

write SQL code. The ORM library in effect will create 

parameterized SQL statements from object-oriented code. 

C. Escaping 

A straight forward, though error-prone, way to protect 

injections is to escape characters that has a special meaning 

in SQL. The manual for an SQL DBMS explains which 

characters have a particular meaning, which permit creating 

a complete blacklist of characters that needs translation. For 

example, every occurrence of a single quote (') in a 

parameter must be replaced by two single quotes ('') to 

form a valid SQL string literal. For example, in PHP it is 

common to escape parameters using the function 

mysqli_real_escape_string();  

before sending the SQL query: 

$mysqli = new mySqli('hostname', 'db_username', 

'db_password', 'db_name'); 

$query = sprintf("SELECT * FROM `Users` WHERE 

UserName='%s' AND Password='%s'", 

                  $mysqli->real_escape_string($Username), 

                  $mysqli->real_escape_string($Password)); 

$mysqli->query($query); 

Note: 'mysql' is deprecated, and should be avoided. 

`mysqli` is preferred. This function,  

mysql_real_escape_string(), calls MySQL library function 

mysql_real_escape_string, which pretends backslashes to 

the following characters: \x00, \n, \r, \, ', " and \x1a. This 

function should always (with few exceptions) be used to 

make data safe before sending a query to MySQL.  

There are other functions for numerous database 

types in PHP such as pg_escape_string() for PostgreSQL. 

There is, however, one function that works for escaping 

characters, and is used particularly for querying on 

databases that do not have escaping functions in PHP. This 

function is: addslashes(string $str ). It returns a string with 

backslashes before characters that need to be quoted in 

database queries, etc. These characters are single quote ('), 

double quote ("), backslash (\) and NUL (the NULL byte). 

Regularly passing escaped strings to SQL is error prone 

because it is easy to forget to escape a given string. Creating 

a visible layer to secure the input can decrease this error-

proneness, if not completely eliminate it 

In .Net Framework just use parameterized query or 

stored procedure using parameters 

SqlCommand cmd1 = new SqlCommand("Select * from 

users where username ='"+@paramUser+"' and 

password='"+@paramPass+"'", conn1); 

cmd1.CommandType = CommandType.Text; 

cmd1.Parameters.Add("@paramUser", 

SqlDbType.Nvarchar,20).Value = Username1; 
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cmd1.Parameters.Add("@paramPass", 

SqlDbType.Nvarchar,20).Value = pass1; 

VII. DATABASE PERMISSION 

Limiting the permissions on the database logon used by the 

web application to only what is needed may help decrease 

the efficiency of any SQL injection attacks that exploit any 

bugs in the web application. 

For example, on Microsoft SQL Server, a database 

logon could be confidential from selecting on some of the 

system tables which would limit exploits that try to insert 

JavaScript into all the text columns in the database. 

deny select on sys.sysobjects to webdatabaselogon; 

deny select on sys.objects to webdatabaselogon; 

deny select on sys.tables to webdatabaselogon; 

deny select on sys.views to webdatabaselogon; 

deny select on sys.packages to webdatabaselogon; 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

SQL injection attacks are a serious concern for application 

developers as they can be used to crack into supposedly 

secure systems and steal, alter, or wipe out the data. It's all 

too easy to leave yourself vulnerable to these attacks, 

regardless of which version of ASP.NET you are using. In 

fact, you don't even need to be using ASP.NET to be 

susceptible to SQL injection attacks. Any application that 

queries a database using user-entered data, including 

Windows Forms applications is a potential target of an 

injection attack. 

Protecting yourself against SQL injection attacks is 

not very difficult. Applications that are immune to SQL 

injection attacks validate and sanitize all user input, never 

use dynamic SQL, execute using an account with few 

privileges, hash or encrypt their secrets, and present error 

messages that reveal little if no useful information to the 

hacker. By following a multi-layered approach to prevention 

you can be assured that if one defense is circumvented, you 

will still be protected. [For information on testing your 

application for injection vulnerabilities, see the sidebar 

"Injection Testing".] 
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